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6 May 2021
SCAV TEAMS AND THE RULES OF THE HUNT

1. Acquisition of Items. All Items on the List can be obtained and performed legally WHILE FOLLOWING CDC GUIDELINES, LOCAL PUBLIC HEALTH GUIDELINES, AND THE UCHICAGO HEALTH PACT. All Items on the List should be able to be done by one person/household, or by multiple people collaborating virtually. The Judges take no responsibility for your getting thrown into the clink—be it local clink, state clink, federal clink, moral clink, or Colonel Klink. If you end up there, it is your fault.

2. Fair Play. Sabotage is bad. We don’t like it, and we don’t want it in the Hunt. Sabotaging teams or their Items can lead to immediate disqualification, and we may even loose the hounds of the Administration on you.

3. Contact with Judges. While we don’t want to complain and say that Judges have it so tough, Scav Hunt is always teetering on the edge of sheer chaos, and if we can avoid it, we should. Thus, please only communicate with the Judges if you are going to do it in a professional manner. Generally, just remember that the more people shout, the less will be understood. That seems like it makes sense, no?

4. Props. All props must, always and forever, be mad props.

5. Points. Point totals are final. We ask you to do awesome things and expect awesome things to be done. If you do said awesome things, the Judge will accord to you Full Points, the highest number of points possible for any Item. In rare cases—for example, if we ask for a car and you give us the Batmobile with both George Clooney and Adam West inside—we will consider giving you one special point. Maybe two. As far as point values, well, we use a dartboard, numberwang, and Tibetan numerological methods to determine how much Items are worth, so no complaining that “the lazy eye patch was worth more than the moonbounce made of guns!”

6. Items. Be aware that doing Items nude when it’s not explicitly asked for will not get you more points. Nor will involving alcohol in Items that don’t clearly call for alcohol. The same goes for alcohol’s redheaded, stepchild cousins, sex and drugs. Please note that few Items explicitly call for nudity, alcohol, or either of the aforementioned redheaded variants. Lastly, we don’t like to harm large mammals that can make sad eyes at us, so please treat any non-humans involved in your Items with extreme care.

7. Preliminary Events. The deadlines for the submission of Items and performances are final as stated on the List or as announced by the Judges at the Captains’ Breakfast, which happens at 9:00 a.m. CDT at a Zoom link which will be announced on the Captains’ listhost. It is the Captains’ responsibility to make sure that they submit these in a timely manner. Items that do not have a discrete time/place stated on the List are not preliminary and therefore must be submitted at Judgment. Upon request, we may, at our discretion, come to see an Item through a virtual meeting at a prior time and medium alternative to Judgment. Consider this a privilege, and use your “Come See Our Items” requests sparingly.

8. For all items conducted via Zoom, links to the meeting will be given out at Captains’ Breakfast and on the Captains’ listhost.

9. Due to the circumstances of COVID-19, Judgment Day shall function in the following fashion: the deadline for submitting Items for Judgment (unless otherwise specified in an Item’s text) is 12:00 p.m. CDT on Sunday, May 9th, 2021. The Judges will distribute at Captains’ breakfast and on the Captains’ listhost a spreadsheet with email addresses and Zoom links.
for each page of the list. Submit your items to the email address corresponding to the page the Item is on. The judges will be in the Zoom room corresponding to their page from 12:00 p.m. CDT to 3:00 p.m. CDT. If your team would like to present your items to a Judge, you can join the Zoom room corresponding to your Item’s page and present your items for Judgment. For the sake of efficiency, please coordinate with your team so that you present all items on a particular page at the same time. You must submit all items via email by 12:00 (unless the Item specifically states it is to occur during Judgment), but presenting items at Zoom Judgment is optional but encouraged. Please address the subject line of the email in the following format to make it easier for us to find your Item:

Item ###: Team Affiliation

“Team Affiliation” in this case refers to the Team that the submitter is associated with (e.g. Snell-Hitchcock, GASH, Jannotta). In the case of teams without a unique or clear affiliation, please use your Team Name instead, as to prevent confusion between submissions for alumni teams.

Please be aware that some email addresses do not work for encrypted file uploading through emails, although Gmail has been shown to work in the past. Item submissions with multiple files (e.g. multiple pictures of an Item, different components of a single Item) should be compressed together into a ZIP or RAR file that is named using the above format. Video Items and similarly large files can also be uploaded as YouTube videos or Google Drive links or other link types as long as the appropriate permissions are accounted for such that the Judges will be able to view the Item. In this case, please include the link in your email.

If a Judge is unable to access an Item, and a reasonable effort has been made to contact the responsible Scavvie or Captain to address the issue of inaccessibility, then the Item will be considered un-submitted.

We also encourage Scavvies to notify their Captains when their Items have been submitted so that Captains may be used as a point of reference for Judges to inquire about missing Items.

10. Rules. Ain’t no rule says a roller coaster can’t be a Judge.

11. Prizes. The prizes are simple, because there are no prizes. Depending on how much of the Scav budget the Judge Cabal hasn’t spent on Choles for our holes, you may be eligible for a free-food bacchanal or other in-kind prize. Offer void where prohibited. Check local laws.

12. Decisions. All decisions of the Judges are final. Final.

**Scav Olympics**

To be held at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, May 8th 2021, *Minecraft*. For each competition, 30 points will be awarded for 1st place; 20 points for 2nd place; 10 points for 3rd place; 2 points for \( x > 3 \)rd place.

1. _____ Would it really be a Scav SMP if we didn’t have a virtual scavenger hunt on it?

2. _____ Would it really be a Scav SMP if we didn’t have a parkour challenge on it? (we can’t go on the roofs on campus, but here we can parkour anywhere and everywhere… right?)

3. _____ It’s the only event where the judges expect to be coconut malled. We’ll bring the ice, you bring the boat.

4. _____ Scav SMP Hunger Games. Last team standing wins. May the odds be ever in your favor.

5. _____ Bring your best players to the Scav SMP Olympics to make some defo poggers builds. We won’t tell you what you’re building until you get there tho… if we told you now it would be kinda weirdchamp.
Items

1. _______ A copy of the 2021 University of Chicago Scavenger Hunt List, emailed to scav2021.page1@gmail.com [1 point]

2. _______ Scav Hunt? More like Crav Crunt! Carcinization has struck again! This time it’s coming for our beloved Beanie Babies®. Show us photos of each step of its transformation as each piece of the Beanie Baby is repurposed into the final creation. [8 Croints]

3. _______ Our teeth are weak but we’re not eight-year-olds anymore. We don’t want smooth PB&Js, we want smooth sushi. [7 points for nigiri, 12 points for rolls; up to three different types of sushi may be submitted]

4. _______ Paper doll captains! Paper doll captains in their team insignia! Paper doll captains in their everyday look! Paper doll captains in an outfit of your choice! Paper doll captains with three interchangeable sets of clothes that captains will be seen wearing during the hunt! Be sure to have photo evidence (screenshots of any Zoom calls) as proof. [10 points]

5. _______ We want to keep up to date on all of the latest shows, but we only consume media in J. H. Williams III’s iconic style. Recreate a pivotal moment from an episode of a series released at some point in 2021 as a one- or two-page spread in the style of one of Promethea’s wilder panel structures, and make sure that the panel style complements the dramatic twist you’re illustrating. [19 points]

6. _______ Scav is a way of life, not just a four-day-long event in May. That’s why you’re turning your computer screen into a virtual Scav haven, complete with custom shimeji that periodically pause to work on items, climb the walls of the screen to look for supplies, and protest if they are dragged away from their work by a mischievous mouse. [3 points per shimeji, max 5 shimeji with unique actions associated with each]

7. _______ Using at least 30 in-game screenshots and up to 800 words of eloquent prose, write us a chapter of a story in a completely different genre from the game it references. [13 points]


9. _______ Map the surface of an Outer Wilds planet or moon in your favorite 2D map projection. Your map should include all notable sites and landmarks, both natural and artificial. [22 points]

10. _______ A collection of baseball cards for members of the Los Angeles Biblically Accurate Angels baseball team. [3 points per card, max 5 cards]

11. _______ It’s a Chews Your Own Adventure! It’s a story for your pet! At each decision point, your pet chooses a chew-thing, play-thing, or treat, which decides where the story takes them! Each chew-thing, play-thing, or treat should tie into the story. Please provide a complete decision map, as well as video of your pet’s completion. [11 points]

12. _______ Sausage links! Yes, the delicious breakfast treat. In the style of Ordinary Sausage, turn one of your completed items into sausage! Completion must include a taste test and rating (“does it blow” is also recommended but not required). [Sausage points]
13. Sausage links! No, not the delicious breakfast treat. A miniature chain link fence made out of sausage. [.2 points per square inch, 20 points maximum]


15. You've seen pineapples on pizza. You might even have caught a glimpse of pizzas on pineapples. But what about pizzas on pineapples on pizza? Or pineapples on pizza on pineapples on pizza? [3 points per cursed iteration, 15 points maximum]

16. Reverse Panera Bread Bowl. Soup on the outside, bread on the inside. Type of soup up to you(p). [15 points]

17. A teaser trailer for HallMarx's new, communist-friendly holiday love story: A Christmas Karl. [5 points for a 1-minute-trailer]

18. Wet Ass Debussy. [1 point]

19. For how much cats love to knead, they are grossly underrepresented in the pop-cultural sensation The Great British Bake Off, and we think it's time to rectify this situation. Dub over 1 minute of your cat's best blanket-kneading, oven-watching, mixing bowl-sitting, and other baking-adjacent cat activities with the most iconic catchphrases, puns, and background music from the show. [On your mark, get set, bake points]

20. The most cringy, flashback-to-2012-inducing tumblr post lovingly recreated in Perler beads. [20.12 points]

21. A mockup of three four-color mini-palettes and their corresponding looks (inspired by the dorm, academic building, and library of your choice) for the upcoming ColourPop® x UChicago collaboration [ColourPop® points]

22. Your favorite Item from this year's list with a really cool hat. [1 point]

23. Did you know the J in JFK stands for Jazzercize? [3 points]

24. Longest poop [1 point per inch no fucking limit]

25. A dog wearing convertible pants. But what do they convert to?? [8 points]

26. The Reg turned 50 on Oct 31, 2020, and you forgot!!!! To make up for it make the best belated birthday card ever for our wonderful brutalist library. [4 points]

27. Despite your super amazing birthday card, we're still mad you forgot the Reg's 50th. Up the ante with a Reg-shaped cake. Your cake should have the original color-coded floors, its own Mansueto, and as always, some classic brutalist charm. [16 points]

28. Ten years ago, Scavvies made Dante's Hell in a handbasket. Now, for one night only, Dante Alighieri's "Stairway to Heaven" is playing live! [3.5 points]

29. Please. Please reproduce this tweet in oils: https://twitter.com/theseantcollins/status/1090333247094042624?s=20. [17 points]
30.______ An official United States jury summons for a member of your team scheduled for any time during the Hunt. [16 points]

31.______ Was that Bianca or Latias? Explain. [9 points. You have unlimited resources and up to 90 seconds.]

32.______ It’s the fifth anniversary of our favorite film, and you know what that means! When your team’s own Flight 1549 glides nice and easy into Botany Pond, your emergency slides should spontaneously inflate for a prompt evacuation. Please ensure no live waterfowl are harmed by your demonstration. [15.49 points. Due to travel restrictions, other bodies of water will be accepted as filming locations]

33.______ Open the fridge...zankoku na tenshi no you ni...close the fridge...fly me to the moon...open the fridge...zanko—close the fridge...[13.5 points for delighting Judge Baby. OP/ED up to you.]

34.______ The modern musical theater industry—AKA “Big Broadway”—has gotten too far from its roots. Transpose the number of your choice into a historically accurate dithyramb. [13.5 points for your intoxicating recording]

35.______ Scav Hunt? More like Crav Crunt! “And the true order of going, or being led by another, to the things of love, is to begin from the beauties of earth and mount upwards for the sake of that other beauty, using these as steps only, and from one going on to two, and from two to all fair forms, and from fair forms to fair practices, and from fair practices to fair notions, until from fair notions he arrives at the notion of absolute beauty, and at last knows what the essence of beauty is. This, my dear Socrates,” said the stranger of Mantinea, “is crab.” Further carcinize a beauty of the earth (“crab”) so that we might better contemplate a beauty above it (“Crab”). [8 Croints]

36.______ A perfectly accurate favorite piece picker for the classical musician of your choice. No, don’t just give us the opus/cardinal—we need sound bites to make our decisions! [15 points]

37.______ Hey, can you hear us? Cool. Yeah, sorry we couldn’t meet up in the Amestris sewers as planned—bad ventilation, you know? Anyway, we’re still interested if you’re still offering, Mr. Pride, sir. Plenty of sacrifices for you by Judgment Da—er, the Promised Day, sir. Just one thing before we get the matching tattoos and all...can we please see your prehensile-toothy-shadow-things in action? Just on that wall behind you will do. [22 points]

38.______ Scav Hunt? More like Crav Crunt! Al Stewart’s “Year of the Crab.” [9 Croints for the song, 16 Croints for a movie tie-in music video. 0 Croints if it’s still about Casablanca.]

39.______ Little Mac Properties: a 15-second promo for the fisticuffs we’ve always dreamed of. [5.5 points]

40.______ Big Mac Properties: a 15-second promo for the foodstuffs we’ve always dreamed of. [5.5 points]

41.______ Big Little MacLies Properties: a 15-second promo for the fashionable rebuffs we’ve always dreamed of. [5.5 points]

42.______ Oh no, we lost the sheet of paper with all the names and coordinates of the Road Trip 2022 stops! Now all we have to go off of are our messy notes. Please help us! Either a picture of each place in Street View or a link to each place in Google Maps would get us back on track. [ζ points]
43. Synchronize Swatches! The buds need your help. Jerry’s trench coat has been short-circuiting and he keeps pulling out the wrong items. Looks like you’re going to have to build him a new coat that, when asked, can procure an important item, but when you open the coat it looks like there’s nothing there. Don’t forget Jerry’s trademark sound effect! [14 Parker points]

44. You’ve heard of the Middlebury Breadloaf Writer’s Conference, but what about the Bread Middlebury Loaf’s Conference? You know, where people gather to sculpt a loaf of bread into the shape of a New England landmark? [10 points]

45. Find Buzzy (Listen, we know you’re not gonna find him it’s FINE. But, ya know, fill the deep void his disappearance has made in our lives, make our hearts full again. Sew us the Buzzy plush of our dreams that those COWARDS at Disney won’t make, but when we squeeze his hand he says one of Buzzy’s iconic phrases). [18.5 Ep(oints)cot]

46. Up on the rooftop, click click snapping-tendon click. Create a festive shoe add-on that will help my heels click-clack on the rooftop, just like the snapping tendon of a reindeer. [20 festive points]

47. I’ve got my drivers test next week / Just like we always talked about / But here’s the problem for me / I have no fucking idea how to drive / Red lights/ Stop signs / What do they all mean / Sidewalks / Crosswalks / Who has right of way / Guess you’ll have to write new lyrics as a mnemonic device / So I can pass my test and then I can drive to your street. [5 points]

48. To celebrate the recent 22nd anniversary of the funniest thing that’s ever happened ever, have your resident physics major explain how Fabio’s face exploded a goose.

a. Based on the parameters of location, size, and migration, what type of goose was it? Tell us the breed and general assumptions of your model. Assume spherical goose. [3 points]

b. Predict the possible range of forces in which Fabio’s face exploded the goose but for him to come out relatively unharmed. [3 points]

c. Tell us what range of velocities you are assuming the goose was going relative to the ground. Using these values in your calculations, tell us what speed Fabio must’ve been going relative to the ground. [3 points]

d. What parts of the roller coaster would give you enough force to explode a goose? [3 points]

e. Based on a-d, where on the roller coaster do you predict Fabio’s face exploded the goose? [3 points]

49. TBA. [2 points]

50. Ra-ra-rasputin, lover of Dean Boyer queen, dancing around campus is so fun. Ra-ra-rasputin, Just Dance greatest moves machine, it was a joy to see you get this done. Do the Rasputin Just Dance choreography in front of iconic Hyde Park (or wherever you are) landmarks and cut them together into a montage of the full dance. [.25 points per location, 20 points max]

51. As Tilman Fertitta says, there’s always a paddle coming for your ass, but now is the time to kiss ass. Decorate an ass paddle in the style of a restaurant from Landry’s Inc.—from the jungle calls of the Rainforest Cafe to the sounds of the ocean at Bubba Gump. [3 ass paddle points, 30 points for Tilman Fertitta’s signature]
52. We can’t find our Cranberries CD. You gotta go to the Quad before anyone snags it. [7.5 points]

53. People have been playing D&D for decades, so I couldn’t help but wonder... what about S&TC? Bring a character sheet to Judgment, along with the relevant sections of the S&TC Player’s Handbook. We’re old school, so only the classic 4 classes are allowed: Carrie, Miranda, Charlotte, and Samantha. [6 in the city points per class, max 24 points]


55. Lenin begins to feel guilty over leaving McCarthy behind. In an effort to better understand his former bandmate, he searches for a “white picket fence.” No matter that the metaphor is lost on him: he finds an entire house modeled after such a vision. [Tombstone, AZ]

56. What is this? A sauna for baozi? [13 points]

57. A saucer themed around an English monarch. A relief in the base of the saucer should, when filled with tea, reveal that monarch’s cause of death. [23.5 points]

58. Sandcastles would never stand up to a concentrated artillery assault! Instead, using primarily sand accented with things you could find on a beach, build us an historically-accurate scale-model sand trench, complete with dugout, barbed wire, fire step, duckboards, and... um, sandbags. [19.14 points]

59. Legal briefs that track the history of the Zoolander Center for the Study and Resolution of Ants at the University of Chicago, documenting its founding donation, the ensuing lawsuit, and its eventual dissolution. [Zoolander points]

60. The existence of Pokémon hooligans logically necessitates the existence of a Pokémon Heysel Stadium disaster. Bring us a 3-minute oral history of this tragedy, including interviews with trainers, Pokémon, stadium officials, and Team Yell. [14 convicted Team Yell fans points]

61. At the sight of the V-sign, McCarthy clutches his chest, suddenly transforming from a Joseph Raymond McCarthy reference into a Eugene Joseph McCarthy reference. The Beatles all shake hands, never to be parted again. [Logan, UT]

62. Descavision 2021. This year’s election for the position of Your Mom promises to be quite close. The challenger, Phil the Phoenix, is neck-and-neck with the incumbent, basketball superstar Shaquille O’Neal. Can your team call key dorms quickly and accurately? See https://sites.google.com/view/descavision-2021 for details. [α points]

63. An FDA-compliant TV ad for once-daily Scuntia (Scavidia huntine). Ask your doctor about Scuntia today. [5.5 points]

64. Do you have perfect face vision? Let’s find out! We’ve downloaded every single available portrait of professors and lecturers from departments’ websites. Send us your most eye contact-making Scavvie to at 11:00 a.m. on Friday and get ready to get FACED. Zoom link provided at Captains’ Breakfast. [10 points for participation + 10 points for 1st place, 7 points for 2nd place, 5 points for 3rd place]
66. Turtleduck melon pan. Bread and/or filing should be a flavor found in the A:TLA universe. [16 points for photos and recipe, 23 points if accompanied by a video tutorial under 2 minutes]

67. C's get degrees. And now they also get points. [2.0 points per “C” on a transcript, limit one transcript per team]

68. Every once in a while, a STEM major sees a scientific figure that speaks to the artist buried deep within. Listen to that artist and recreate a figure from a peer-reviewed scientific publication (including images with intact labels and the accompanying figure legend) in the fine arts medium(s) of your choice. [12 points, 2 bonus points if you send a photo to the original authors]

69. Despite numerous reported sightings, cishet male scientists maintain that the clitosaurus is extinct, as they have been unable to find it. Perhaps with your best cryptozoologist on the case, you can provide a conspiracy theory blog with enough hand-drawn maps, firsthand accounts, dramatic artistic renderings, or other “evidence” to convince even the most skeptical readers that the clitosaurus is still out there. [14 points]

70. Debut as a #SCAVtuber. Show up to a Zoom meeting at Judgment with an avatar rigged to a Scavvie’s movements using Live2D. This avatar should be uniquely designed to reflect your team’s identity. To show your #SCAVtuber is taking their debut seriously, they should also have an active, in-character twitter throughout the Fourdays to build up hype, as well as a character sheet that showcases your #SCAVtuber’s character design and personality. [35 points for a rig that can blink and open its mouth when talking, up to 65 points for more complicated motion tracking, 10 bonus points for character design and twitter engagement]

71. “Sk8er Boi” is the greatest story ever told. But 3 minutes and 24 seconds just isn’t long enough. Continue this timeless tale in the written word. [sk8er points]

72. [15.5 points]
A beautiful pagoda painted with sunflowers. The gang starts busking to scrape together the funds to bring McCarthy home. (Side note—keyboard size vs. average trunk volume—is this feasible?) [Belltown in Seattle, WA]

Our bedrooms may not be the Jardin des Plantes, but we’re all the ape where it counts. At 4:00 p.m. on Friday, your Scavvie should arrive in our Zoom room with an impressive yet unfinished landscape painting of “the bars of the poor creature’s cage” (i.e. the window frame and panes of their favorite quarantine vista), and only the bars. Come prepared to instruct the group, within three minutes and with typical Rossian cheer, on how to add the landmark or scenic feature of your choice to the view. [20 points]

While it is true that Hangman is a weird game, surely you can do better. Create your own two-player, asymmetric, adversarial, pencil and paper game. The more casually morbid or downright strange, the better. [5 points]

Your sourdough starter just passed its float test? Exciting, now it can finally play on the deep side of the pool, so show us the selfies it took to celebrate the occasion! The starter should be front and center for these shots showing off the miniature sourdough-themed pool scene, whether it is hanging out poolside, going off the diving board, or just floating in the water to escape the oven-side heat. [5 points]

Lenin approaches the door marked by two carousel horses. Is it really McCarthy in there? The door opens, the band reunites, and the political rivals mount their ponies in silent understanding. [Cooperstown, NY]

Imagine the scenario: you’re in your room, Scavvving away, when you spot another Scavvie outside through the window. Teammate or not, the urge sweeps over you, and you know what you must do. A Scav chant is in order. Your window won’t open, so you pick up your phone to call them, but your phone is dead! Good thing you’ve got those flags in your room. Perform your Scav chant in semaphore for those outside to see. [“can we do 4 because it looks like a flag” points]

Swedish Goldfish (the original flavor, of course). [2.5 points]

Scav Hunt? More like Crav Crunt! Horseshoe crabs aren’t actually crabs, or even crustaceans, but a crabshoe horse? Who knows? [1 Croint]

An HQ is too small, your team needs a city. A multi-tiered fantasy city built entirely on Scav SMP. Your city must have unique themes for each tier that all tie into a unified architectural style. Your city must also include a secret entrance, redstone doorbell, and a main city center. At 11 a.m. on Sunday, your team should be dressed in matching Minecraft skins and ready to give a tour of the city. [κ points] †

In front of a cabin covered in grass, Pearison meditates on the matter. “As for man, his days are like grass,” he concludes sagely. Enlightened by Pearison’s insight, Ringoworm enters the cabin and comes out bathed in radiant light, now Ringostar. [Anchorage, AK]

Send us one Scavvie who knows their way around a restaurant menu at 1:00 p.m. on Saturday. Zoom link provided over the Captains’ listhost. [10 points for participation + 10 points for 1st place, 7 points for 2nd place, 5 points for 3rd place]
84. Hot Wheels® cars of Erwin Wurm’s *Fat Car*, Wolf Vostell’s *Concrete Traffic*, and Thomas Hirschhorn’s *Spinoza-Car*. Perfect for your little Contemporary child! [5.5 points each]

85. The Judges bought an IRL *Stardew Valley* simulator! Well, it’s a farm. We bought a farm. A rice farm. But unfortunately no one wants to buy our monocrop! Using the techniques of Guorui Chen, sculpt some SV crop sprites out of the surplus so we can try to recoup our losses. [9.25 points for each crop, max three crops]

86. A member of the Kavli Institute for Cosmological Physics discussing the implications of the existence of multiple Ludaverses. Don’t forget to cite your sources, bitch! [4.75 points for your one (1) page summary of the concept, plus 1.1 points for discussing it with a graduate student, 2.2 points for a fellow, 5.5 points for a researcher or professor, or 10.10 points for Edward “Rocky” Kolb]

87. TBA. [9.835 points]

88. A Fair Isle knit swatch depicting the geology of the British island of your choice, such that the major outcrops and formations are represented by different pattern schemes. Your geological map should be to scale and have a key, lest ye be thrown to the DoGS (Department of Geophysical Sciences). [24.75 points]

89. Kareem Abdul-Jabberwocky. [.00000001 points]

90. GeoGuessr is a great time sink, but we’re tired of the same old environs. How well could you locate yourself in Hyrule, or Skyrim, or the state of North Dakota in *Where in North Dakota is Carmen Sandiego??* At 1 p.m. on Thursday, send your greatest GamerGuessrs to our Twitch stream. Further instructions will be distributed at Captains’ Breakfast. [β points]

91. What quite-nearby, still-standing, government-owned building formerly stored uranium? [6 valence electron points]

92. The image of a skyline, constructed using precisely and only one full set of Bananagrams® tiles. Diagonals (and other angles) are permitted, your image need not form a single connected component nor be based on an actual skyline, and, of course, all words must be, in fact, English words. [14 points, based on the intricacy of your design]

93. During this pandemic, you’ve been participating in group activities, and in a manner that fully complies with all public health guidelines, past or present. That photo shot in the style of Pelle Cass proves it! Please note that we are most interested in Pelle Cass’s technique rather than the number of distinct participants, so even a one-person completion of this Item is perfectly fine. [12.2 points]

94. It’s time for the 2nd Not-So-Annual Skills Hunt, now pandemic safe! Please send the name and email of a fast learner from your team to skills.hunt.2021@gmail.com by 11:45 a.m. on Thursday, shortly after which they will be informed of the skill (which will require neither any special equipment nor leaving their place of abode) they are to learn and present, via video, by Judgment. No Scavvie substitutions will be allowed, so choose wisely. [17 points]

95. A student at Ohio State University (with proof!) stating “I am a student at Ohio State University,” verbatim. [.88571984 points]

96. Is that “Be Prepared” sung by Tom Lehrer, or “Be Prepared” sung by Scar? We can’t tell, and nor should we have to! [8 points]

97. This Item can be found on our website. [7 points]
98. What a beautiful wedding. Ringoworm overcomes his prey drive to celebrate and play with the band. (Side note—“YES, WE LIKE TO BITE!”—ask admin if we need waivers.) [Solvang/Buellton, CA]

99. Kinda strange how all these random kids’ songs keep popping up on YouTube when there’s already a canonical set of Child Ballads. We bet we know a few that’d be perfect for your team and some local youths to sing along to while performing “Baby Shark”-style lyrics-based choreography! [14. Babylon or The Bonnie Banks o Fordie points]

100. A Scavvie who can pronounce every instance of <a>, <e>, <i>, <o>, and <u> in a passage provided at Judgment as the corresponding long vowel. [/meıksəməm sivin pooumtz/]

101. We think that out of all full names of real people, Clive Staples Lewis is the best grammatical short story. Prove us wrong with a name at least three words in length, proof that it has a real referent, and a Vine-length video of what it evokes. [6 points for 6 seconds]


103. A claddagh ring is, among other things, a neat way to avoid that awkward “Are you single?” Skip a couple more queries with a ring that can subtly represent various hanky code meanings. [33 points for a readjustable ring that can signify as much as five different hankies, including left vs. right pocket vs. not worn]

104. There’s a murderer on the loose! We mean, a perjurer on the loose! We mean, an overly aggressive birder on the loose! This Friday night, recruit your chosen fictional sleuth to help your team solve the mystery of your choice. Prepare a mystery party game, themed around your sleuth, with a storyline, costumed characters, innovative game mechanics, backgrounds, and props, so when a couple of key witnesses (AKA the Judges) arrive, they can help solve the mystery! Be sure to send the Judges any relevant materials and your Zoom link by 6 p.m. on Friday so we can arrive without breaking the narrative tension. [6 points]

105. An Anguish Languish translation of one minute of a speech from Lincoln, FDR, or JFK. [8 points for an audio recording with transcripts of the original and translation]

106. Submit a video Item on this year’s List as a musical. [“13” (like the musical) points]

107. A bole, a stition, and a phemism. [A whelming 1 point]

108. A Draw My Life video by Mary from the Springsteen Cinematic Universe. [10 Points (And Nothin’ On)]

109. An authoritative verdict, produced by endoxic method, on the worst building on campus. [7 points]

110. An adaptation of Romeo and Juliet, Speaker for the Dead, Mario Incandenza’s puppet ONAN- tiad, Lord of the Flies, The Iliad, Redwall, or 1 Sam. 16 – 2 Sam. 24 (the life of David), not to exceed 15 minutes in length, acted entirely within a Super Smash Bros game. [25 points + 3 points if the text you choose to adapt is chosen by no other team]

111. Scav Controlled Coup is where Scav calls the shots. Saturday at 2 p.m. on Twitch. [5 points for participation + 10 points for 1st place, 7 points for 2nd place, 5 points for 3rd place]

112. In the midst of Old Bavaria, the gang comes to a mural of many trees. Pearson remembers his sins as a lad and experiences an inner transformation, turning forever away from his Plotinian ways. [Helen, GA]
Scav Hunt? More like Crav Crunt! Carcinization comes for all, and that doesn’t exclude captains—they’ve each evolved into a specimen of a novel crab species. Remember, nature has given variety to the crabs and it should be respected. Show us your signature crab ensemble at 9:00 a.m. on Thursday at Crabtain’s Breakfast. [λ Croints]

Jesus Bucks are now ready for circulation! Only one denomination per denomination. [5 points per bill, 20 points max]

Turn a #2 pencil into a recognizably famous sculpture with bite marks, in homage to those pencils which suffer through hundreds of class hours to a nibbled oblivion. [7 points]

The Kyoto Aquarium created a penguin-drama chart; now we want to see that format applied to explaining online discourse. Create a flowchart of drama between the different coffee shops on campus, and post it to your team’s social media, making sure to tag us for good measure! [A large latte with extra shot, 6.50 points]

Let’s jazz up the menu for the Housing-sponsored dining hall nearest your team on the night of List Release. Since Housing’s dining is all five-star cuisine, the menu ought to reflect this in both appearance and prose, with cuisine suiting its five stars and an aesthetic more at home within Gothic horror. [5-star points]

A movie composer whom your team decided deserves their own chance at life as a ClassicaLoid has gotten it—give us the concept art for the studio. Muzik transformation concept art also required. [8 points]

(NH₄)₅[Fe(C₆H₄O₇)₂] + K₃[Fe(CN)₆] = Fond Patch of Memories. You can even combine them into a nice quilt! Your team’s square should depict a lovely location important to you all. [11.5 points, one square only]

This Item can be found on our website. [9.75 points]

The Red Line is, unknowingly, host to a piece of malware which increases this train’s self-awareness as it nears the Loop, and decreases as it gets further away. This is a Red Line train to Howard. You’ve recorded its announcements as it proceeds along the tracks. [17 points, 10 bonus points for Lee Crooks, the actual Lee Crooks]

It’s so hard to pick just one jar of jam when presented with a display. Add to this inevitable indecision by giving the jams their own little custom jammies. Perfect for jams aged 4 and under. [10.5 points]

Banse is rolling over in his submarine at the Disney interpretations of sirens, mermaids, and merpeople in general. As such, he has annotated two or three scenes of the Little Mermaid’s script with feedback based on his scientifically plausible view of mermaids. [6.5 points, and 15 bonus points for his official approval]

The StarBoard is the newest custom artistic keyboard. All the keys show astronomical objects! These keycap depictions should make clear which key is which, without labels. [28 points]

Yahoo Answers, sadly, has shut down. But here at ScavAsks, we can provide material for all those reading-your-question accounts’ future videos. Better pay attention to the Discord for a chance to provide your insights. [μ points]

This playlist doesn’t have any musical coherence when we listen to it, so there’s got to be something about this that makes it special. If you know what’s here, email it to scavjams21@gmail.com. [7.5 points]
127. Teach us a delicious recipe for a dinner entrée front to back—ingredients, preparation, and serving size—using only the titles of songs pieced together on a Spotify playlist. [2 points per number of words/number of songs]

128. After hours of bickering, the Beatles come to the reluctant conclusion that they’d better part ways. Unbeknownst to McCarthy, Lenin has convinced the others to make off with the car and journey on as a trio. He pulls over in front of a building painted with Uncle Sam and the Statue of Liberty and gives McCarthy the boot. “You’ll be safe here,” he says, mostly to reassure himself. [Gibsonton, FL]

129. Marine musicologists are searching for the most famous musical celebrities in the ocean: Ceelogreenacanth and Billy Manta Ray Cyrus. Send us the best clips of your favorite denizen of the deep. [4 points. 0 points for Phish]

130. Barry the bee deserves a higher quality film. Using any works narrated by David Attenborough, fashion his words together to create a recitation of the *Bee Movie* script up to “let’s shake it up a little.” [8.33 points]

131. Shower tower. Send us a picture of the tallest shampoo-lathered hair tower you can make on top of your head in the shower. Please have a ruler next to the tower in the photo for reference. The hair must be growing from your head. Feel free to use additional supporting structures. [.2 points per cm]

132. The gang goes for a walk downtown, trying to enjoy their newfound freedom, but Ringoworm almost gets hit in the face by a high-heeled boot. Is the universe trying to tell them something? [Deadwood, SD]

133. The peach scene from the Oscar winning movie *Parasite* (2019) by Bong Joon-ho has been lauded by critics as one of the greatest montages in cinema, but we think you can do better—with just one person, and a fraction of the budget and resources. Singlehandedly reenact the peach montage in the comfort of your own home and impress us with your cinnamon tography. [12 points]

134. Ever notice how toilet lids look like mouths? This will become your ultimate masterpiece. Send us the video of your toilet romantically serenading us with their most seductive love song for at least 45 seconds. Please accessorize your singer and make the sexiest toilet the world will ever know. [4 points]

135. “Applicant-chan, I regret to inform you that I have decided not to offer you a position as my girlfriend. I received a lot of strong applicants this year and unfortunately I can only select one.” Tears well in Applicant-chan’s oversized anime eyes. “N-nani?? Please Stanford-kun, give me another chance. I’ll apply again next cycle.” To train for undergraduate/graduate/medical school applications, your team has created a virtual dating simulator where a player must make the correct choices in order to win over elite schools. Send us your simulator at 7 p.m. on Saturday ready for the 8 p.m. Twitch playthrough. [η points for a playable game with multiple storylines] †

136. The gang comes across a lineup of five bears, and regretfully remember their own missing bear. They conspicuously do not address the notion of a Fifth Beartle. (Side note—Fifth Beartle—is this anything?) [Ruidoso, NM]
Anita’s Fashions. [Neosho, MO]

If there is anyone in history who might understand the socially distant Scavvie’s impulse to partake in the unusual and bizarre from the safety of their dorm room, it would be Pu Songling. Using cutout stop-motion animation, bring one of the stories in Strange Tales from a Chinese Studio out of your studios to ours. Your no-more-than-3-minute retelling should be animated in Pu Songling’s own medium—paper—with original accompanying music and sound effects. However, for a key scene of utter strangeness, the paper cutout animation should transform into 3D stop-motion for at least 3 seconds, using any materials you desire. Send us your video by 9 a.m. on Sunday, ready for a 10 a.m. screening on Twitch. [0 points. 0 POINTS FOR WHITEWASHER MOTHERFUCKERS] †

Use the paper twisting techniques of Gunjan Aylawadi to pay homage to the grade-separated intersection of your choice. [30 degrees from normal points]

Möbius (potato) chip. [13 points]

Binti’s friend and inter-galactic vehicle Third Fish is so cute, we just need a stuffy of it! Your Third Fish stuffy must be able to give birth to New Fish at narratively relevant moments. [23rd fish points]

In a moment of pause in front of a looming, big-bricked building, with the image of tragi-comedy to his left and a Grecian urn to his right, Pearison weeps. Yet another trial for the recovering Neo-Platonist. [Paradise in Las Vegas, NV]

Infinity scarves are old hat. Make a flexagonal scarf so we can confuse the populace by emerging from our judge holes wearing an apparently different scarf each day of the hunt. [20.5 recreational mathematician points]

Sure, the Zoom screenshot-style group photo gets everyone in a picture, but, let’s be real, the je ne sais quoi exited the meeting a long time ago. You should try your hand at recreating Joana Choumali’s signature combination of collage, embroidery, and quilting to make a group portrait that really captures your team vibes. [27 points]

Bandaids? On my meal? As the signage passes them by, Lenin angrily insinuates that some wounds are not so easily healed. [Branson, MO]

It’s a little known fact that Dr. Doofenshmirtz is an avid bullet journaler. It helps him keep track of his many, many schemes and how Perry the Platypus thwarts them. It’s also a great artistic outlet for him! Please procure a month of this journal-inator. [11.5 P.O.I.N.T.S.]

Wario and Waluigi’s Walti Level Marketing (WLW) Scheme. [1 Wa-point]

Scav Hunt? More like Crav Crunt! Recent genetic research suggests that vacuums share a common ancestor with some crustaceans. This has led to a bold new hypothesis about the mystery of the Roomba® body type: that Roomba® and roombaform vacuums are an example of carcinization. Please submit the poster for your paper exploring this hypothesis, being sure to include your proposed cladistic analysis, comparative anatomy between a roombaform species and “true” crabs, and illustrations of the evolutionary path of the modern Roomba®, showing the lost transitional vacuum species and how further carcinization may alter future generations of Roombas. [11 Croints]

It’s a Sand Museum! It’s a Museum of Sand! [Freeport, ME]
Ahh, the city of Chicago... Home of deep dish pizza, Chicago dogs, Malört, and the 1976 Tony-Nominated Best Musical, *Chicago*. Stuck in quarantine, we’re beginning to forget the sights and sounds of this magical place. All we have are our computers and Google Images™ and maybe a glimpse of the city while leaving our home to go to the grocery store. Oh? What’s this? Microsoft® Excel® or a similar program? Wouldn’t it be lovely if we could paint, with extreme detail, a famous building or landmark of Chicago in this software? [23.5 Excell Block Tango points]

Our cat seems to only be interested in human food, and it’s incredibly frustrating. Make her some food sculpted entirely out of store-bought cat food plated to convince a human that they could order it at a Michelin star restaurant. Receipts or it didn’t happen. [11 points]

Hamon cheese sandwich. [KORE WA ONE POINTO DA]

Soaps made after 1993 only know McDonald’s, charge they phone, twerk, be bisexual, eat hot chip & lye. This set of five soaps must remind us of all six, but need not be edible or carry electricity. [25.5 points]

Edward Cullen gotta go fast! There’s no way that he wasn’t just Sonic the Hedgehog the whole time! Edit some film footage of the TCU to make our head canon a reality. Scenes can include any character from either franchise, and appropriately dubbed Sonic character voice lines are of course required. [5 btw their baby would be named Renenic points]

A modded, cartoon-inspired toy gun where instead of shooting a flag that says “bang,” it shoots one that says “canceled” [14 points]

Is it just us or does the diner in *Nighthawks* look more and more like the diner from “Spongebob’s Missing Identity” with each passing day of the Hunt? [2 points per day of transformations]

Can you explain to us again in a video essay what Gnomereagan’s trickle down economics would actually look like in Azeroth’s ecognomy? [Time is 14 points, friend]

It is oft said that a good book nook can help a book take form. Let us return to the classics with an *Allegory of the Cave* themed book nook. [30.5 points]

Did you see what unholy trash they found in last night’s episode of *Eldritch Hoarders*? Unfortunately, we missed it, but the good news is that we can just watch the 3-minute-recap. [9 points]

Ear drums. Drums that resemble the anatomy of the middle ear that will make tuned musical sounds that we can hear with our ears. Ear drums. [24.5 points]

Even our food longs to return to Bartlett Dining Commons. This banana shows its innermost desires through bruising pin art that depicts a lovingly crafted image of one of the campus dining halls. [18 points]

One of the following *Super Mario 64* stars to be collected at Judgment in as few A presses as possible. [20 points for Watch for Rolling Rocks, Eye to Eye in the Secret Room, Big Boo’s Balcony, or Ride Big Boo’s Merry-Go-Round; 9 points for Elevate for 8 Red Coins, Navigate the Toxic Maze, Somewhere over the Rainbow, or Pole Jumping for Red Coins]

Now do the impossible and collect the first 6 stars of Tick Tock Clock with less than 4 A presses. [45.5 points]
164. The dead speak! Somehow, Palpatine returned, and that means bringing back his favorite intergalactic event: Hyperspace Hoopla! Create a Hyperspace Hoopla performance with 2019-2021 songs that capture the new era of Star Wars, featuring choreography, costumes, and exciting props in the style of the original HH, debuting live on Twitch at 6 p.m. this Thursday night. While the event will of course be hosted by Snig and Oopla, Emperor Palpatine demands that you coordinate amongst each other, with the help of the hosts, to create a unified experience—if there are any repeat songs Palpatine will be hoisted down by his mechanical kuka arm with the accompaniment of his big choir. We wouldn’t want that, would we? [ι points]

165. Wait, is that sign in Comic Sans? How hilarious! Everybody laughs. [Solvang, CA]

166. Of course, we all know and love Musikalisches Würfelspielen, but we must admit that they’re a bit outdated. Devise your own musikspiel with a modern tabletop game and use it to compose a song. [20.5 points]

167. We have Hell’s Kitchen, Hotel Hell, and now, Gordon Ramsay’s Hell: a deep, introspective biopic in which Gordon learns to fix himself before he can fix others. Show us the trailer, no longer than three minutes. [6.66 points]

168. Those are some big sticks. [Ketchum, ID]

169. Gosh, don’t we love how helpful airline stewards are! Wait... what do you mean they’re “human?” Oh no, we mean the ones that hail from Bastion! Show us your designs of vintage steward uniforms fitted for the Kyrians’ favorite attendants aboard Oribos Airways. Better hurry, the ensorcelled everwyrm to Ardenweald is about to leave!. [17.5 points]

170. Are those bugs, aliens, or the third installment of Don’t Hug Me I’m Scared? The gang’s not sure. McCarthy accuses them of being Soviet spies. [Jamaica Plain in Boston, MA]

171. Everyone has been so busy whining about The Office leaving Netflix that they didn’t even notice Fireplace 4K: Classic Crackling Fireplace from Fireplace for Your Home left too! Satisfy both our ambient and comedic desires with a relaxing fireside reading of Season 5 Episode 14: “Stress Relief: Part I.” [5.5 points]

172. Tonight, the Hunt joins the Hunt. As the days of Scav continue and our insight grows, the landscape of the Hunt should begin to transform, revealing the unknowable horrors and miscreants that lie beyond our sight. [12 points]

173. Kiki and Bouba’s Delivery Service. [1 point]

174. Finally, the United Nations has decided to recognize the diverse micronations of Minecraft! Wait...there aren’t any yet? Guess we’d better change that. Gather your team’s builders and lawgivers for Liechtensteincraft. [26 points]

175. The Magic School Bus’ registration, and Ms. Frizzle’s accompanying legally required licenses. [2nd grade points]

176. A bright neon sign for...was it Lizard Wizard? Snake and Shake? [Rehoboth Beach, DE]
177. Teacock. [ONE BILLION POINTS. (it’s one point)]

178. Scav Hunt? More like Crav Crunt! “Elephant” by Tame Impala as covered by The Wiggles sure does slap...but it could be better. You know what we want. [8.5 Yummy Yummy Croints]

179. We think it’s high time we move past the flashy dalgona coffees and ostentatious 100-hour brownies, desiring a kitchen project worthy of our two greatest loves: puns and carbs. Utilizing your hard-earned, quarantine-acquired skills, design and bring to life the latest and greatest pasta shape... the penne-farthing. Eat your heart out, Cascatelli!! [17 points]

180. Recreate, through whatever physical means necessary, that one GIF of a Dole® Fruit Bar being pulled out of a lemon. No camera tricks, no flashy editing, just fun-and-wholesome popsicle-pulling action. Look, we promise it’s not a fetish thing, we’re just curious. [6.9 points]

181. Plant a sapling somewhere in Chicago city limits; provide GPS coordinates and photographic/videographic proof of the planting occurring during the Hunt. Accomplish legality, and aim for longevity. [Thirty-three points]

182. Imagine: the hairiest-legged person on your team, in stilettos and a leotard, with their legs shaved in alternating hairless/hairy stripes! Imagine: filming them as they strut towards the camera, a smoldering, confident gaze in their eyes! Imagine: an illusion so deceiving at a distance, and so horrifying up close! [Imagine: earning 4.5 points]

183. Press the button, win a prize! [-100 points, +1 physical prize]

184. TBA. [10 points]

185. TBA. [15 points]

186. TBA. [3 points]

187. TBA. [5 points]

188. Any of Scav’s past theme songs, covered with the oh-so-superior instrument: Minecraft note blocks. [32 points]

189. Fabric softener? Tired. Fabric hardener?! Required, if you wanna earn a single point! [A single point]

190. Yes, that’s French they’re speaking, and no, these Scavvies aren’t French—they’re American. And they’ve acquired as many represented languages of the original MUZZY® in Gondoland as possible—specifically the Sylvia duplication scene. [2 points per scene]

191. Evolve Eevee using a kidney stone. [4 points]

192. Hybridization is the process in which the qualities of two different species or genera are combined through the act of mating. This process creates what is termed a “hybrid.” In this Scav Item, we will ask you to create your own hybrid by combining any two Items on the List to create a new, viable Item of your very own. Submit your hybrid Item wording to scav2021.page16@gmail.com by 1:00 p.m. on Thursday to undergo viability selection. Have fun playing GOD Judge! [ε points]
193. Remember That Kid from your SOSC class who wouldn’t do the reading, but would still interrupt the professor to start their own lecture on Hegel? If only we could get their thoughts on other topics. Well with your new That Kid chatbot, we can simply type in any word and receive a long winded lecture full of unnecessary references to famous philosophers. Make a functioning That Kid chatbot and send us a list of recommended things that we should ask it about. But like any That Kid, it should be prepared to offer us a strong opinion on any subject, even if it hasn’t done the reading. [19 points]

194. NGC (3, +20) (19, -25) (11, +15) (4, +15) [M11 points]

195. An Ocarina of Space-Time. Your geebled ocarina must look like a spaceship while still being able to play the Star Trek theme. [NCC-17.01 points]

196. Griffin McElroy said “No dogs on the moon.” We disagree. [1 point. 0 points for a photoshop or if they just run off the damn thing]

197. The Four Horsemen made such a badass biker gang in Good Omens. It’s a shame they didn’t have equally badass jackets with their names on the back. No, not the horsemen you’re thinking of. We mean the other Four Horsemen... you know from the books? [8 ineffable points for the designs, 15 points for physical jackets]

198. Looks like you forgot about your language lesson one too many times, so you know what that means... the Duolingo Owl is coming. Create a page of a Junji Ito-style horror manga to warn others about your horrible fate. [18 points]

199. My Immortal Soul. A page out of a crossover AU where Ebony Dark'ness Dementia Raven Way is trapped in a Socratic dialogue with Socrates himself. [Special 4ngz (get it, coz were goffik) points]

200. And yet a trace of its true self exists in the false self. Blend up a copy of Doing Honest Work in College and repurpose the pulp into Lipson’s lesser known, definitely not plagiarized work: Doing Dishonest Work in College. [7 points]

201. A Bill Wurtz-style video explaining the plot of “The Subspace Emissary’s Worlds Conquest” in under 3 minutes. [16 points]

202. A murder of crows. An embezzlement of eels. An arson of fire ants. An insurance fraud of bears. A public intoxication of crabs. Explain how this unlikely team pulled off the greatest heist the world has ever seen. Each step of their foolproof plan must be accompanied by a rough sketch of what the animals were doing. [7.5 points]

203. uǝ uǝ 3d sǝ d7 uǝ [10 Croints]

204. All hail the mighty Glow Cloud. It’s a shame that all of the animals that rain from this eternal deity that predates time are already dead. Make a Glow Cloud (all hail) inspired pet tree so that it looks like your real, living, non-magically created pets have recently fallen from it. Like any Glow Cloud (all hail), it should be able to glow in different colors, emit a whistling noise, and have a piece of publicity from its campaign to be president of the local school board. Telepathy and mind control not required. [and now, the weather... 15 points]

205. Scav Hunt? More like Crav Crunt! There is only one step and it is crab. The Minecraft mobs have reached their peak evolution and not surprisingly, it is crabs. Mod your own, personal Minecraft server and show us 3 of your evolved, half-crab, half-mob monstrosities. Each of your creations must have appropriate item drops and behavior as well as a short description of its origins. [8 Croints per mob. 0 Croints for only reskinning]
206.____ Your team’s spooky trailer for the *Polar Blair Witch Run Project*. [10 points]

207.____ Why the long face, you ask? So we could get more teeth installed! This incredibly cursed horse mask should come equipped with extra gnashers to prechew your food before it ever gets to your inner mouth! !!!! !!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! !!! A boiled carrot or similar should help demonstrate how your own facial muscles power this disastrous mastication. [18.5 points]

208.____ 2020 TikTok was a great place for the normalization of pegging, but society has forgotten about the importance of *Peggle®*-ing. Make a TikTok themed pachinko board, complete with sounds, songs, or clips that elicit the finest of your #fyp. [19 points]

209.____ Zeno Blade Chronicles: the invocation to the tragic epic of the warrior philosopher roaming the land to spread his paradoxes. [2.5 points]

210.____ A single and cover art from the upcoming debut album of Dr. Pimple Hyperpopper. [7.5 points]

211.____ Sample packaging for Jamie Marie Curie’s RadioActivia yogurt. [2 points]

212.____ Howdy Meowster, that sure is a mighty fine-looking Palico you’ve got there! Oh, it’s just your cat dressed up in your DIY costume of a piece of Palico armor from *Monster Hunter World*? That’s purrfection! [10 points for one piece of armor, 30 points for a full set of helm and mail]

213.____ Now that the prestigious Hall of People Who Have Participated in a Scav Item includes a sitting Vice President, there’s only one spot left to fill. Get a video of a current or former POTUS saying, “Scavvies, Call Your Mom!” [“We did it 50e” points; 0 points for any POTUS that has been impeached twice].

214.____ We’re not here to kinkshame whether you’d prefer to make a Vlad the Impaler dildo or strap-on. Whichever floats your boat. [The 3x3rd points]

215.____ ☼ [1 Croint]